SAMKWANG AIR TECH
Cable Tray & Race Way System

Ladder Type Cable Tray & Fittings
Race Way & Fittings

RACE WAY SYSTEM

Race Way System Overview

Uniformly distributed load

Allowable static load (uniformly load)

Concentrated load at center of span

Allowable static load (concentrated load)

Span Length (M)

Span Length (M)

Model No.

Model No.
1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

RW-8701 Allowable 180
Static
RW-8702 Load (kg) 180

68

27

12

7

102

55

34

21

1.0
RW-8701 Allowable
Static
RW-8702 Load (kg)

89

1.5
58

2.0
33

2.5
19

3.0
12

Max. content of wire (20% of inner sectional area)
Nominal Size
of Wire

Area section
of 600V PVC
Wire (mm²)

Max. Content
of Wire
RW 8701/8702

1.6 mm

8

33

2.0 mm

10

27

5.5 mm

20

13

* The tables show allowable load.
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RACE WAY SYSTEM

Race Way System Overview

System Introduction
The Race Way System developed by SKAT is one body system of wiring ducts and various fittings.
This system has improved from ordinary and normal wiring systems and can be installed easily and efficiently.
- Easy installing for wiring of lighting fixtures, joint box and other electrical devices
- Easy modifying, reinstalling or assembling with various simple fittings
- Excellent quality and sophisticated exterior adopting for site conditions
- Easy disassembling with a simple tool and installing again at any other places
- Without any loss using the whole materials again
- Meet to client expectation with good quality and quick delivery

System Application
- Complete or spot lighting lines for indoor parking lot of building (office/apartment/etc)
- Lighting lines for utility & equipment rooms
- Spot lighting or plug-in socket for exhibition area, factory, production line or temporary facility
- Replacing from ordinary wiring system for often changing or modifying area
- Flexible application for construction site
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RACE WAY SYSTEM

Race Way Body
- Race Way Body material
galvanized steel 1.5t or 1.6t
- Standard length is 3M.
Other length available
- There are holes to knock out
on the bottom at 200mm interval.
- Each end finishes with bent shape
for rigid reinforcing purpose

Race Way Cover
- Race Way Cover material
galvanized steel 1.0t or 1.2t
- Standard length is 3M.
Other length available
- This cover prevents any damage
on wiring inside Race Ways
- This cover can be fastened
by a cover clamp

Joiner
- Joiner material:
galvanized steel 1.0t or 1.2t
- This joiner connects two race ways
rigidly by bolts
- This joiner provides easy installation
at site
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Equipment Fitting
- Material : Die casting
- This fitting is using for connecting lighting onto
a Race Way body through knock-out holes.
The connector of this fitting places through on the
bottom of Race Way body and lighting and can be
fixed by knock nuts and bushings.
- This fitting has a function to protect wires to lightings.

Horizontal Elbow
- Material : Galvanized steel 2.0t
- This horizontal elbow is using for changing a Race
Way line in 90 degree horizontally.
- The elbow can be connected onto a Race Way body
by bolts.

Vertical Elbow (Down)
- Material : Galvanized steel 2.0t
- This vertical elbow is using for changing a Race Way
line in 90 degree downward vertically.
- The elbow can be connected onto a Race Way body
by bolts.

Vertical Elbow (up)
- Material : Galvanized steel 2.0t
- This vertical elbow is using for changing a Race Way
line in 90 degree upward vertically.
- The elbow can be connected onto a Race Way body
by bolts.
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Box Connector
- Material : Galvanized steel 2.0t
- This box connector is using for connecting a Race
Way body onto a telecommunication panel or other
control box. When a Race Way can be fixed onto
wall or column, it can be installed rigidly by this
box connector.

Junction Box
- Material : Galvanized steel 1.5t or 1.6t
or electric zinc coated
- This junction box is using for change or divert a Race
Way line. There are 3 kinds such as 2-way, 3-way or
cross according to diverting direction. This junction
box can be assembled with a Race Way by bolts.

Receptacle Box
- Material : Galvanized steel 1.5t or 1.6t or electric
zinc coated
- This receptacle box allows outlets or sockets for
telephone or other telecommunication connection
purpose in between Race Way lines.
- This receptacle box size is same as a normal switch
box size.

Joint Box
- Material : Galvanized steel 1.5t or 1.6t or electric
zinc coated
- This joint box allows any diverting, mid connection
or connecting to other devices or outlets
- This joint box size is same as a normal switch box
size.
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End Cap
- Material : Galvanized steel 1.5t or 1.6t
- This end cap is using to block at the end
of Race Way.
- It is tightened by attaching its end onto a
Race Way end and fastened by bolt & nut.
- There is a knock-out hole sized 20mm
diameter. Wire conduit can be connected
thru this hole.

Hanger (A type)
- Material : Galvanized steel 1.5t or 1.6t
- Thread bolt hole size : 10mm
- This hanger is for hanging a Race Way
on ceiling by a thread bolt.
- One side of this hanger can be open for
easy installing of a Race Way. Unless
push on the top and the side at the same
time it will not open.

Hanger (C type)
- Material : Galvanized steel 1.5t or 1.6t
- Thread bolt hole size : 10mm
- This hanger is for hanging a Race Way on
a H-shape channel or an angle channel.
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SAMKWANG AIR TECH CO., LTD.
FACTORY: Lô VII.4, KCN Thuận Thành 3,
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